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    Center for Homeland 
    Defense and Security
Quick Look Calendar Year 2014
Since 2002, Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) has conducted a wide 
range of programs focused on educating current and future leaders in homeland defense and security to develop the 
policies, strategies, programs and organizational elements needed to protect our nation. Established in response to 
the events of 9/11 and in partnership with the Department of Justice and the Naval Postgraduate School, the Center is 
sponsored by the National Preparedness Directorate, FEMA.
General
70,171 CHDS website account holders | 11,547 accounts created in 2014 
Master’s Degree Program
121 current participants | 754 alumni     
32 total cohorts (28 graduated, 4 in-progress)
Executive Leaders Program (ELP)
61 current participants | 451 alumni  
17 total cohorts (15 completed, 2 in-progress)
Pacific Executive Leaders Program (PELP)
104 Alumni | 5 total cohorts (completed) 
Executive Education Seminars (MET)
24 seminars in 2014 (2 state, 14 urban area, 7 city, 1 topical)
295 seminars conducted for more than 10,000 leaders since 2003 
 
Fusion Center Leaders Program (FCLP)
273 alumni | 10 total cohorts completed  
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program (REP)
44 alumni | 2 total cohorts completed  
National Emergency Management Executive Academy (EMEA)
65 participants | 2 academies conducted  
University and Agency Partnership Initiative (UAPI)
1,379 participants | 151 registered in 2014 
355 universities or educational institutions represented by current participants  
12 sponsored conferences, workshops and summits with a total of 1,963 total attendees 
Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL)
Over 137,000  documents in the HSDL Collection | Over 10,300 documents in the Restricted Collection
31 Featured Topics  
30,907 individual account holders | 272 restricted collection account holders
664 organizations with organization-wide access 
2,023 weekly email alerts delivered to 913 requestors
28,050 subscribers to Critical Releases in Homeland Security | 29,643 subscribers to the HSDL Quarterly Newsletter  
Homeland Security Affairs Journal 
114 research articles, 79 essays | 4,789 subscribers; email notices sent to entire database of 63,581
2www.CHDS.US
Dear Homeland Security Partners,
The Naval Postgraduate School’s (NPS) Center for 
Homeland Defense and Security enjoyed a successful 
2014 as we continued our mission of providing 
innovative programs that cultivate policy and strategy 
leadership in an exponentially evolving world.
From the day we began offering master’s degree 
classes in 2003, our mission has been to offer graduate 
education that benefits the student, their home 
agencies and disciplines, and the homeland security 
and defense enterprise at large. The past year was 
no exception as we saw our graduates affect positive 
change in such areas as air transportation policy, 
homeland security education, disaster communication 
policy, and cyber security. 89 alumni were added to the 
master’s degree program network of graduates in 2014 
for a total of 754 since the program’s inception.
Further, we continued our success in providing 
targeted, executive education. Two classes of the 
Executive Leadership Program added 64 members to 
the course’s 450 alumni. The Fusion Center Leaders 
Program offered its tenth iteration during 2014 while 
the Pacific Executive Leaders Program extended CHDS 
education to the nation’s Pacific states and territories. 
The Radiological Education Preparedness Executive 
Education Program, established in 2014, now boasts 
almost 120 alumni.
NPS continued to spread its unique educational 
offerings well outside the campus boundaries. The 
mobile Executive Education Seminar program 
conducted 24 tailored seminars to local, state and 
federal leaders. The University Agency Partnership 
Initiative continued planting the seeds of homeland 
security education at campuses across the nation, with 
151 individuals representing 137 institutions joining 
the partnership during 2014.
Also, NPS worked with the FEMA Emergency 
Management Institute in providing a week-long 
offering, Emergency Management in the 21st Century, 
at the EMI campus, as part of their Emergency 
Management Executive Academy.
As we face 2015, fresh homeland security challenges 
abound from hyper-evolving technologies to complex 
catastrophes to new domains of extremism. We look 
forward to providing education that addresses the 
new threat environments, encourages opportunities 
where we find them and instills critical thinking and 
evidence-based decision making in the next generation 
of homeland security policy-makers and leaders.
Glen Woodbury
Director, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Naval Postgraduate School
CHDS Master’s Degree Program 
students complete course papers and 
a thesis on policy issues confronting 
their jurisdiction, state or sponsoring 
organization; theses and papers 
are being implemented by agencies 











•	89 new Master’s 
alumni 




•	 754 total Master’s 
alumni
•	 32 total cohorts
•	 28 cohorts 
graduated
•	 4 cohorts in 
progress
The Master of Arts degree in Security 
Studies provides leaders with the 
knowledge and skills to:
•  Develop strategies, plans and      
    programs to prevent, mitigate      
    and respond to disastrous events   
    within the United States
•  Build organizational arrangements    
    needed to strengthen homeland        
    security, including local, state,
    tribal, territorial, federal,          
    civil-military and interagency    
    cooperation
•  Improve homeland security         
    preparedness by conducting    
    real-world actionable policy and     
    strategy development
“The CHDS Master’s Program at NPS 
was more than I expected. I knew it would 
be a rigorous and rewarding academic 
experience, but I did not anticipate that 
learning with all disciplines would provide 
texture and context to the challenges that 
face us across the homeland security 
enterprise. Our debates gave students a 
unique and lasting perspective that will 
serve us as we serve our communities.”
           
        Sylvia Moir, Police Chief
El Cerrito Police Department
El Cerrito, Calif.
Students admitted to the program hold 
positions with significant homeland 
security-related responsibilities, and the 
demands of their jobs prevent most of 
them from enrolling in a traditional 
in-residence MA program. To 
accommodate their time constraints, 
students are in-residence only two weeks 
every quarter, a total of twelve weeks for 
the 18-month program. Students complete 
the remainder of their coursework via the 
web. Participants spend an average of 15 
hours per week during the network-based 
learning periods of study.
The CHDS Master’s Degree Program brings local, state, tribal, territorial 
and federal homeland security leaders together in a unique learning 
environment. 
Participants are current or rapidly advancing 
leaders from diverse homeland security disciplines 
including, but not limited to, law enforcement, fire, 
emergency management, military and public health. 
The diversity of expertise participants bring to the 
classroom facilitates the exploration of homeland 
security issues from different perspectives and 
strengthens participants’ professional networks.
   Master’s students comprise 5 concurrent cohorts,   
   three in Monterey and two in the National Capital   
   Region.*
    *as of December 31, 2014, next cohort start date is April 2015
This program is fully sponsored 
for eligible participants by the 
U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security’s National Preparedness 
Directorate, FEMA.
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      The Impact of CHDS Education
Master’s Degree Alumni Exemplars 2014
The CHDS classroom is a place where Master’s program participants think critically about homeland security issues, work 
collaboratively to develop strategic solutions, and research and write course papers along with a final thesis. These original 
works concentrate on proposing creative policies, strategies and approaches to the public safety challenges facing their 
agencies and the broader homeland security community. The following exemplars show the impact of a CHDS education on 
the safety and security of our nation.
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Friedland Honored with award for his Web-based Information Sharing Tool 
Jeff Friedland, Director of St. Clair County Homeland Security and Emergency Management (Mich.), was awarded the 
Gov30 award from GovSec for the Virtual City Blue Water Regional GIS (Geographic Information System) Project.
The web-based tool and its related software, Blue Water Area RESILIENT (REgional InteroperabiLIty Collaboration 
NeTwork), reinforces U.S.-Canada border security and enables varied agencies in both countries to share information and 
gain real-time situational awareness. RESILIENT began as a pilot funded by the Virtual City program, an initiative of the 
U.S. DHS’ Science and Technology Directorate, to develop a web-based platform for information sharing.
His CHDS education proved valuable, said Friedland, especially instructor Bob Bach’s knowledge of cross-border issues 
and Richard Bergin’s insight into technology.
“My thesis has played a key role in my career since CHDS and has provided the vision for the correct sources of data 
brought in to RESILIENT” Friedland said.
Fletcher Helps Steer Risk-Based Security at TSA
Kenneth Fletcher was named TSA Chief Risk Officer in February 2014, a position responsible for setting the long-range 
strategic vision for risk management and for expanding TSA’s Risk-based Security (RBS) method for screening air travelers. 
Fletcher can point to an abundance of CHDS concepts that will be readily applicable. Among them would be the 
interagency cooperation needed to accomplish TSA’s goals and course work such as strategic planning, technology, critical 
infrastructure protection and intelligence for homeland security. His course research also directly relates. He wrote his 
CHDS policy paper on adopting a risk-based approach to security screening and subsequently wrote his thesis on the topic, 
“Aviation Security: A Case for Risk-Based Passenger Screening.”
“Every aspect of the CHDS curriculum will be important in some shape or form as well as the friendships I made as I reach 
out to people and industry and across government to get different perspectives on topics that may be pending,” Fletcher 
said. “I am not sure there is a course I took that I haven’t applied something I learned from the program to my job.”
Criswell Leads FEMA IMAT East
Deanne Criswell is a Team Leader with the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s National Incident Management 
Assistance Team (IMAT) East. 
Criswell completed both the CHDS Master’s Degree Program and Executive Leaders Program. Her CHDS education helps 
her in her leadership role, reinforces strategic thinking and helps her analyze information and statistics generated by her staff.
“I have elaborated on the Chris (Bellavita, CHDS Academic Programs Director) piece of ‘why do I care?’” she said. “I have 
lectured (my team) that I want the ‘so what and the now what.’”
LAPD Detective Spearheads New Cyber-intrusion Center
After graduating from the CHDS Master’s Degree Program, Los Angeles Police Department Detective John Zambri was 
assigned the project of studying the feasibility of forming a city government cyber intrusion center in Los Angeles.  As a 
result of Zambri’s research, Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti signed an executive directive in late 2013, creating the Cyber 
Intrusion Command Center that would partner with the FBI and the U.S. Secret Service to mitigate cyber intrusions. 
“The CHDS education and embracing the importance, the critical nature, of the homeland security enterprise and my part 
in it gave me a keener understanding of how I can affect my little area in a positive way. Without the education at CHDS and 
getting that unique mindset, I would not have been able to get this accomplished,” Zambri said. 
CHDS Thesis Provides Base for Cooley Law School Program
Brigadier General (ret.) Mike McDaniel used his CHDS master’s degree thesis as a blueprint for creating a homeland security 
law program at Western Michigan University Thomas M. Cooley School of Law. Additionally, the school launched the 
Homeland & National Security Law Review, an online academic journal, in spring 2014.
McDaniel credits CHDS programs and pioneering academic work in the field for setting a foundation for applying homeland 
security topics to legal education.
“Cooley gave me the opportunity to put into practice and to implement what I had been talking about at CHDS, the whole 
idea of homeland security law as a distinct field,” McDaniel said. “There is no question that the Cooley graduate program in 
homeland security law would never have been able to get started without the education and guidance I received from CHDS.”   
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Health and Medical Coordinator honored for fusion Center work
Gail Stewart, Health and Medical Preparedness Coordinator with the Florida Department of Health-Public Health 
Preparedness was honored with the North Florida Fusion eXchange Spirit Award for her work with the fusion center.
Stewart collaborates with an array of disciplines and contacts garnered over more than three decades of professional 
experience. The number of those connections swelled through her CHDS education and she and the alumni network and 
cohort members continue to interact professionally. And CHDS’ reputation is beneficial not only with fellow alumni, Stewart 
said, but with homeland security professionals across the nation. 
“I could never quantify how valuable the education at CHDS has been and will continue to be especially with the ability to call 
upon graduates across state lines and across disciplines,” Stewart said. “I will be forever grateful for the CHDS experience.”
Bruce Martin Takes on New Role in homeland security
The fire services veteran and college educator is now Project Manager of the Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI), 
overseeing its Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE) program. 
The position requires the kind of inter-agency collaboration stressed in CHDS classrooms. More than seven million residents 
live within three core cities (San Francisco, San Jose and Oakland) in a region that encompasses 12 counties and more than 
100 other cities, as well as a number of special districts. CHDS provided a format for Martin to analyze the necessity of 
regional collaboration in homeland security as he researched and wrote his master’s degree thesis, “Collaboration in the San 
Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan Medical Response System.”
"The CHDS program had really expanded my view on how I could contribute to homeland security," Martin said. "The 
overarching value of the program to me was to emphasize and reinforce some fundamentals in the world of policy: Listening. 
Asking ‘why?’ Challenging assumptions."
CHDS Nurtured International Perspective for Bell
Christina Bell was named Deputy Executive Director for International Operations at CBP headquarters in Washington, D.C., 
following a four-year stint in Stuttgart, Germany, as a CBP advisor at U.S. European Command (USEUCOM).
In her new position, the 2008 Center for Homeland Defense and Security master’s degree graduate will oversee CBP Divisions 
across six geographic regions on an array of policy matters. These divisions include both headquarters and field personnel 
serving in attaché and advisory positions around the globe.
Completing the CHDS master’s program has proven to be invaluable in developing skills to compete for positions as did 
writing her thesis, “The State of Leadership in DHS - Is There a Model for Leading?”
CHDS Education Aided Brown in Singapore Assignment
Michael Brown completed an assignment as Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Attaché to the U.S. Embassy 
in Singapore in 2014. While working overseas for two years, the CHDS master’s degree graduate served as head-of-agency 
at a post represented by 19 federal agencies, including four components of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, a 
composition not unlike that represented in a CHDS cohort.
“The value of the CHDS experience is learning how to view issues through different lenses, create synergy, and find 
connectivity across multiple organizations to achieve shared goals.  The comparative government class came to life the second 
I landed on the ground in Asia,” Brown recalled. “It provided a valuable framework to effectively conduct analysis and see 
apples-to-apples comparisons of policies and procedures.”
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 The Impact of CHDS Education
Leadership, Service, National Policy
Michael Biasotti
Chief, New Windsor Police
New Windsor, N.Y.
Summer/Fall 2012-2013
Served as CHDS Distinguished Fellow at 
FEMA headquarters in Washington, D.C.
January
New York state’s sweeping new gun 
regulations signed into law January 15 
included recommendations on mental 
health that were part of Biasotti’s 
CHDS master’s degree thesis. The gun 
control bill signed by New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo extends Kendra’s Law 
through 2017, and expands alternative 
outpatient treatment from six months 
to one year. “To have my thesis be the 
motivating force behind the law was 
phenomenal,” Biasotti said. “That was 
what I was hoping for three years ago 
when I began writing the paper. I’m 
hoping it will carry on to other states.”
April
Named to Board of Directors of 
the Treatment Advocacy Center, 
an organization that advocates for 
treatment, policies and practices to 
benefit the mentally ill.
 
June
Invited to attend an event at the 
White House on June 18 as the Obama 
administration crafted its plans for 
reducing gun violence.
August
Biasotti becomes President of New York 
State Police Chiefs’ Association.
September 
Named to the Inter-Agency Board, 
whose mission is to strengthen the 
nation’s ability to prepare for and 
respond to emergencies, disasters and 
CBRNE incidents.
October
Named to the New York State 
Committee for the Coordination of 
Police Services to the Elderly
December
Publication:  “Firearms and Mental Care,” 
New York Daily News
Publication:  “A New York Police Chief’s 
Proposal for Newton Inspired Reform,” 
Washington Monthly
March
Testified before the House Committee on 
Energy & Commerce Mental Health Hearing 
November
Time Magazine interviewed and quoted 






Biasotti and his wife, Barbara, are named 
2010 recipients of the national Treatment 
Advocacy Center’s Torrey Advocacy 
Commendation for their work for severely 
disabled mentally ill and their support of 
assisted outpatient treatment (AOT) laws in 
N.Y. state and California. Mental health would 
become the topic of his thesis.
October 2010
While researching his CHDS CIP paper, 
Biasotti uncovers new water source for 
his town, potentially turning a $6 million 
annual expenditure for the town into a 
$20 million per year profit. Along with 
applying concepts of analyzing critical 
infrastructure, the action spurred by his 
study required collaboration with other 
agencies as well as the private sector. 
March 2010
Enrolls in the CHDS Master’s Degree Program
September 2011
Graduates with Master of Arts in Security Studies as class president 
and earns Outstanding Thesis Award for “The Management of the 






The Executive Leaders Program offers a graduate-level 
educational forum for the nation’s high-level public and 
private-sector security officials. ELP enhances executives’ 
capacity to identify and resolve homeland security 
problems.
Four one-week in-residence sessions are conducted over 
a nine-month period at the Naval Postgraduate School 
Center for Homeland Defense and Security in Monterey, 
California. The four modules begin with foundational 
aspects of homeland security and threats, proceeding 
to describe the nature of the threats, legal and cultural 
aspects of preventing and preparing for the threats, 
the collaborations necessary to effectively manage the 
information sharing, threat recognition, protection 
measures, and plans in preparation for action.
Sessions are conducted on 
such topics as intelligence, 
critical infrastructure, border/
immigration, threat recognition, 
crisis and risk communications, 
incident management and fear 
management as well as emerging 
homeland security issues. All 
topics are discussed on a strategic, 
policy, and organizational design 
level with particular attention to 
intergovernmental planning challenges. 
The participants consider complex 
issues and case studies, and work 
through problems that enable them to 
strengthen working relationships across 
regions, agencies and local, state, tribal, 
territorial and federal jurisdictional and 
private sector lines.
A challenging educational 
environment is designed to 
accommodate the busy schedules of 
participating executives and does not 
require the workload of traditional 
graduate-level education programs. 
Each class, known as a cohort, is 
carefully selected to represent a diverse 
cross section of homeland security 
officials from around the country. 
“The men and women with 
whom I have had the privilege of 
collaborating are now invaluable 
allies in our mutually relentless 
goal of ensuring public safety. The 
professional relationships we have 
forged and the continuity we 
share in our preparedness have 
poised us to methodically address 
any challenges we may face in the 
future. As such, I would highly 
recommend this program to any 
executive in the field of public 
safety.”
Jesus Pintos, Inspector
New York City Police Department
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Homeland security in Hawaii and the U.S. Pacific 
territories is an evolving and increasingly important 
issue for the nation. The Center for Homeland Defense 
and Security in partnership with other entities in the 
Pacific region, has developed the Pacific Executive 
Leaders Program (Pacific ELP), a graduate-level 
education curriculum, to address specific challenges 
facing officials in these unique areas. 
This course is designed for mid- and senior-
level homeland security professionals as an 
opportunity to cultivate the background and 
critical thinking skills needed to address 
emerging regional security issues, public 
policy debates, terrorist threats and best 
practices in homeland security.
Goals and objectives of this program:
•	 Strengthen national security by providing a 
non-degree, graduate-level educational program 
to meet the needs of leaders responsible for 
homeland defense and security in the Pacific 
region
•	 Provide an educational forum to enhance senior 
leaders’ capacity to identify and resolve homeland 
security problems
•	 Create nationwide homeland security networks
•	 Build relationships between senior leaders across 














(Pacific ELP)The Pacific region faces unique 
homeland security challenges 
including:
•	 Geographic isolation from 
the continental U.S. and other 
entities
•	 Predisposition to various types 
of natural disasters
•	 Port security and safety 
concerns
•	 Proximity to mainland Asia 
and its geopolitical influences
The Pacific ELP consists of an intensive 
one-week in-residence session. 
“The Pacific Executive Leaders Program provides a tremendous 
opportunity that brings together strategic partners around the 
Pacific to build relationships, better understand the challenges 
and opportunities in the region, and ultimately work together on 
the most pressing issues.  For me, as Captain of the Port in 
Honolulu, there was no other forum like it.”     
Joanna M. Nunan, Captain
Chief of Staff 
Coast Guard Force Readiness Command
Honolulu, Hawaii
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The Fusion Center Leaders Program 
was designed to enhance management 
capabilities across the national network of 
fusion centers and enable smart practices in 
information sharing and leadership.
“The breadth of knowledge and experience that surrounded 
me in that room gave me an incredible networking resource 
that I have already utilized to improve our operation.”
Scott Silsbee, Chief
 California State Threat Assessment Center
California Highway Patrol 
Sacramento, California
This graduate level program examines key 
questions and issues facing fusion center leaders 
and their role in homeland security, public safety, 
and the Information Sharing Environment (ISE). 
The Naval Postgraduate School Center for 
Homeland Defense and Security’s Fusion Center 
Leaders Program (FCLP) was identified as one of 
the top 10 federal support programs that enable 
fusion center leaders to fill gaps and increase 
performance in their organization’s capabilities, 
according to the annual assessment final report 
released by the Department of Homeland 
Security on July 22, 2014.
FCLP is a five-day intensive program 
designed for leadership from the 
recognized state and major urban area 
fusion centers. The program is set up in 
an executive education format, utilizing 
both online learning and facilitated 
discussion.
FCLP sessions average 29 
participants from fusion centers 
around the country.
Topics include strategy, policy and 
organizational design, covering 
intelligence analysis, leadership, 
production and dissemination of 
information.
The Center’s Fusion Center Leaders 
Program was built upon guidance 
from:
•	 The Criminal Intelligence 
Coordinating Council (CICC), 
comprising state and local 
partners
•	 Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI)
•	 Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS)
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both online learning and facilitated 
discussion.
FCLP sessions average 29 
participants from fusion centers 
around the country.
Topics include strategy, policy and 
organizational design, covering 
intelligence analysis, leadership, 
production and dissemination of 
information.
The Center’s Fusion Center Leaders 
Program was built upon guidance 
from:
•	 The Criminal Intelligence 
Coordinating Council (CICC), 
comprising state and local 
partners
•	 Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI)
•	 Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS)




This program is fully sponsored by FEMA 
and includes travel, per diem, and lodging in 
accordance with federal travel regulations. 
Program participants are selected by the 
FEMA Technological Hazards Division.
     
In 2014, the CHDS REP Program was 
conducted over two in-residence weeks, 
each consisting of 4 days. Beginning 
in 2015 the program will be one, 5-day 
in-residence week.  Participants must 





















Content Emphasis:  
•	 Strategic and crisis communications
•	 Evolving threats 
•	 Changes in the REP environment
•	 Comprehensive preparedness, 
response and recovery 
The Radiological Emergency Preparedness 
Executive Education Program (REP Program) 
was developed by CHDS in conjunction with the 
FEMA Technological Hazards Division to:
•	 Provide government and industry leaders with 
the tools and resources they need to think 
and act strategically in the area of radiological 
emergency planning
•	 Allow private, local, state and 
federal partners to explore the 
complex and unique challenges 
associated with preparing for, 
responding to, and recovering 
from a commercial nuclear power 
plant major incident
This in-residence program is 
conducted in a highly interactive 
setting that includes:
•	 Professional networking in a 
multi-sector, multi-discipline 
environment
•	 “Question and Answer” discussion-driven 
delivery in which participants are involved in 
the development of critical issues 
•	 Activities, case studies, and planning 
scenarios that will establish the basis for class 
and small-group discussions
“The REP-ELP is a glimpse into our future -- the threats, the trends, 
and the emerging topics unfolding on our landscape. The program is 
thought provoking, enriching, and even unsettling in that participants 
relive past events, confront current threats, and anticipate our future 
state. The immersion with local, state, federal, private sector, and 
industry classmates is extremely valuable. I highly endorse this 
program and suggest those with a desire to look at the world through a 
different prism seek an opportunity to participate in this phenomenal 
academic experience.”  
Farley J. Howell, C.E.M.
Acting Deputy Regional Administrator,
Federal Preparedness Coordinator
Director, National Preparedness Division
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CHDS Executive Education Seminars provide 
a forum to strengthen homeland security 
preparedness, response and recovery. The 
purpose of the intensive half-day seminars on 
homeland security issues is to help strengthen 
U.S. capability to prevent, deter, and respond 
to domestic man-made or natural catastrophic 
events, and to build the intergovernmental, 


























Port of Los Angeles 
Seminar theme:
Major Disruption of Port Operations
Learning objectives:
•   Enhance response to major emergency or disaster
•   Improve safety and security of facilities and operations
•   Identify strengths, gaps, and needs in intelligence and    
     information-sharing 
•   Examine threats/impacts of attack on Port 
•   Identify gaps in command and structure of response
     
Select Seminar topics 
with learning 
objectives 




•  Enhance abilities of state leaders to respond  
    to a major disaster
•  Increase understanding of homeland 
    security policies, strategies, authorities,       
    plans and organizational structures 
•  Explore critical infrastructure 
    interdependencies and effects of a major   
    event
•  Discuss importance of plans for continuity  
    of government and essential services
Phoenix, Arizona, Urban Area
Seminar theme:
Cyber attack related to a Presidential Convention
Learning objectives:
•  Increase understanding of the current     
    cyber security threat environment
•  Examine effects of cyber-attacks on          
    Industrial Control Systems
•  Explore critical information sharing systems  
    and strategies  
•  Review state level cyber response policy and       
    procedures
The Center designs 
and conducts the 
seminars. Each 
seminar is tailored to 
the unique needs of  
specific locales and 
the diverse threats 
they face. 
The Mobile Education Team takes CHDS 
homeland security education beyond 
the classroom by conducting on-site 
seminars delivered to senior government 
officials including governors, mayors 
of major metropolitan areas and their 
homeland security and emergency 
management advisors, and urban area 
leaders around the country.
“The Center for Homeland Defense and Security offered the subject matter expertise coupled with the 
most up-to-date information tailored to the unique issues we are facing in Arkansas. The Executive 
Education Seminar facilitated strategic planning, policy development and organizational design 
discussions at leadership level of the State on emerging matters to keep our citizens safe and secure.”
       
David Maxwell
Director of the Arkansas Department of Emergency Management (ADEM) 
and State Homeland Security Adviser
North Little Rock, Ark.
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In collaboration with four prominent higher 
education institutions, FEMA’s National 
Emergency Management Institute (EMI) has 
created the National Emergency Manager 
Executive Academy (EMEA). The Academy’s 
curriculum supports the advancement of the 
emergency management profession and its 
executive leadership. 
The Naval Postgraduate School Center for 
Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) 
has developed and delivers the Emergency 
Management in the 21st Century course, a one 
week module designed to present the most 
current challenges confronting today’s executive 
leaders. Harvard University, University of 
Hawaii, and Texas A&M Engineering and 
Extension comprise the other education 
partners who deliver the remaining three 












The goal of the Center’s course is to strengthen 
the advancement of the emergency management 
profession and its senior and emerging leaders 
by developing their capability to explore and 
evaluate the strategic impacts of change drivers 
and trends that could shape the future.
The CHDS module is conducted over four 
days and is designed as the third week of the 
four week course developed for the Emergency 
Management Executive Academy. It is delivered 
in the classroom at EMI in Emmitsburg, 
Maryland.
The Center’s Emergency Management in the 
21st Century course is designed to enhance 
knowledge and develop strategic thinking 
skills. Participants will be introduced to 
concepts including but not limited to ways 
to: 
•	 Approach and assess emergency 
management issues
•	 Synthesize, analyze, and communicate 
about emergency management
•	 Develop critical thinking skills to 
address existing and emerging issues in 
emergency management
•	 Leverage historical knowledge, economic 
factors, demographics, political 
considerations, and emerging issues to 
shape emergency management policy 
and decision-making
•	    Establish communication strategies for  
   developing and maintaining high-value   
   partnerships across disciplines and  
   sectors
FEMA offers and coordinates the 
Emergency Management Executive 
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program participants.
•   151 individuals joined UAPI, 
     representing 137 institutions
•   Facilitated multiple significant 
     homeland security education events     
     including:
      •  Homeland Security Track at FEMA/EMI’s 
 Annual Higher Education Conference
     •  8th Annual HD/HS Education Summit
     •  Graduate Model Curriculum Development  
 Workshop






University and agency 
PartnershiP initiative (UaPi)
UAPI facilitated two of the year’s most significant homeland 
security education events. These events represent a significant 
advancement in the maturation of the homeland security 
academic discipline that should enable a higher degree of 
critical thinking and professionalism in the next generation of 
the homeland security workforce.
•	 The 8th Annual Homeland Defense and Security 
Education Summit 
•	130 university and agency representatives from across the U.S.    
attended
•	Presentations focused on the theme: Rethinking Infrastructure  
Protection: Innovative Approaches for Education and Research
•	Speakers included General Charles Jacoby, Commander U.S. 
          Northern Command,  Francine Kerner, TSA’s Chief Counsel, and   
          Michael McDaniel, former Michigan Deputy Adjutant General    
          and State Homeland Security Advisor, current professor and        
          CHDS Master’s Program graduate
•	Panel presentations addressed national, state and local 
infrastructure and homeland security issues
•	 The Homeland Security Model Graduate Level Curriculum 
Conference
•	UAPI partnered with the DHS Homeland Security Academic 
Advisory Committee (HSAAC), FEMA’s National Training and 
Education Division, and representatives from 25 institutions to 
develop recommended homeland security graduate education 
standards
•	Models developed at this unique event (and a similar event for 
          undergraduate education) will serve as benchmarks to assist       
          education institutions nationwide in offering quality homeland  
          security academic programs
The Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense 
and Security makes available through the University and Agency 
Partnership Initiative the Center’s curriculum, network-based 
learning technology, Homeland Security Digital Library and other 
education resources. In return, partners share their 
curriculum and specialized expertise with UAPI 
partners. This provides a cost-effective way to educate 
thousands of students beyond the NPS campus 
by reducing the time and resources required of 
universities and agencies to independently build their 





Law Enforcement/Public Safety 122
Military 75
Emergency Management 71
EMS + Fire Service 39
Medical/Public Health 22
Transportation 10
“As you know, nobody else is doing anything like this. I really 
think this annual event does more to maintain the focus and 
momentum of homeland security education than anything 
else that takes place in the U.S.... so thanks again for your 
work.”
Dr. David McIntyre, Professor, Texas A&M
commenting on the 2014 Homeland Defense and Security 
Education Summit and Curriculum Development Workshop
•   1,379 individual educators are members of  
     UAPI
•   355 education institutions and programs  
     have joined this CHDS homeland security   
     education partnership 
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Homeland Security Digital Library
www.hsdl.org
 The Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL) is the nation’s premier collection of documents related to 
homeland security policy, strategy, and organizational management. The HSDL is sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security’s National Preparedness Directorate, FEMA and the Naval Postgraduate 
School Center for Homeland Defense and Security.
Resources in the HSDL cover a wide range of homeland security topics and are carefully selected and evaluated 
by a team of librarians and content specialists. Sources include, but are not limited to Federal, state and local 
governments, international governments and institutions, nonprofit organizations and private sector entities,
think tanks, research centers, colleges and universities.
•  3,255 accounts and 95 restricted accounts created in 2014
•  30,907 total individual account holders, 272 total restricted account holders
• 664 organizations with organization-wide access
• Over 137,000 documents in the HSDL Collection, over 10,300 documents in the Restricted Collection
• 31 Featured Topics, curated collections of resources associated with primary topics in homeland security or 
topics particularly relevant to current issues in policy, strategy and organizational management
• 2,023 topic-based, weekly email alerts delivered to 913 unique account holders
• 28,050 subscribers to Critical Releases in Homeland Security
• 29,643 subscribers to the HSDL Quarterly Newsletter
Open Learning
www.chds.us/olc/          
Open learning and self-study course materials are derived from materials developed for the Homeland 
Security Master’s Degree curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and 
Security (CHDS) and are available online.
• Nine Self-directed non-credit courses
• 1,515 participants registered in 2014, 12,964 total participants 
• Designed for homeland defense and security professionals who want to enhance their understanding of key 
homeland security concepts and require the flexibility of self-paced instruction
• Registration is required
• Access to online courses is granted to local, tribal, state and federal U.S. government officials; members of 
the U.S. military; corporate homeland security managers or contractors; homeland security researchers or 
educators; and students currently enrolled in homeland security degree programs
• 193 lectures on terrorism, critical infrastructure, technology, intelligence, and comparative government
• 145 Viewpoints in Homeland Defense and Security, video interviews with homeland security leaders
Homeland Security Affairs
www.hsaj.org
Homeland Security Affairs is the peer-reviewed online journal of Center for Homeland Defense and Security, 
providing a forum to propose and debate strategies, policies, and organizational arrangements to strengthen 
U.S. homeland security. The instructors, participants, alumni, and partners of CHDS represent the leading 
subject matter experts and practitioners in the field of homeland security. The Journal captures the best of 
their collective work, as well as that of scholars and practitioners throughout the nation, through peer-reviewed 
articles on new strategies, policies, concepts and data relating to every aspect of homeland security. These 
articles constitute not only the “smart practices,” but also the evolution of homeland security as an emerging 
academic and professional discipline.
• 114 research articles, 79 essays 
• 4,819 subscribers; Journal content shared with entire database of 64,207 CHDS account holders 
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contemporary issues, relevant research and passionate 
leaders who’s sole concern is the safety and security of 
our citizens. Listening to NPS staff and participants was 
equally rewarding. Many of the issues discussed will 
have a direct influence in my role as a State Director of 
Emergency Management.”
John Denesopolis 
Inspector, New York City Police Department 
Executive Leaders Program Alumni
“The CHDS Executive Leaders Program is a worth 
while and valuable experience for all leaders and 
practitioners in the Homeland Defense and Security 
business. The topics covered were thought provoking 
and allowed for exploration and discussion across 
multiple disciplines. The professional networks 
established throughout the program are truly 
invaluable.”
Ginger Edwards  
Director, Disaster Operations Division,  
Federal Emergency Management Agency  
Executive Leaders Program Alumni
“As an employee who deals primarily with the natural 
hazards side of emergency management, this class 
enlightened me on the gravity of the terrorism issues 
our country faces. As a huge proponent of state, locals, 
and private sector, the participation by these entities 
was invaluable. Class members learned so much from 
each other and gained a respect for the day-to-day 
issues each faces within their own organizations...I 
applied because I had heard from others who had 
completed the program that it was invaluable for 
them...I definitely recommend this program for others. 
You may come out at the end with more questions 
than answers, but that is a sign you are widening your 
perspectives.”
Joe Davis, Director, Alabama Fusion Center 
Formerly Assistant Director, Alabama Department of 
Homeland Security 
Executive Leaders and Fusion Center Leaders alumni, as 
well as a member of UAPI
“I highly recommend the CHDS Executive Leaders 
Program for senior officials engaged in homeland 
security issues at federal, state, tribal and local levels. I 
recently completed a Ph.D. program, and the subject 
matter in this program is delivered at a comparable 
academic level but without the dissertation! The ELP 
provides an excellent setting to facilitate identification 
and resolution homeland security challenges, but 
more importantly, it provides the perfect environment 
for building the relationships and networks that will 
promote homeland security information sharing for 
years to come. This program was well worth the 4 week 
investment of my time.”
Edward Lowery 
Deputy Assistant Director, Office of Protective 
Operations, US Secret Service   
Master’s Graduate 
Thesis Award Winner 
 
“NPS/CHDS was a life changing experience that 
I draw upon daily. I recommend this program to 
anyone involved in the greater homeland security 
effort.”
Michael Andreas 
Master’s Graduate and UAPI Participant 
Program Director/Assistant Professor - Endicott 
College, Van Loan School of Graduate and 
Professional Studies - Homeland Security Studies 
Graduate Degree Program
 “The education you receive in the master’s degree 
program at the Naval Postgraduate School Center 
for Homeland Defense and Security cannot be 
matched by any other institution. The curriculum, 
course content, faculty, teaching modalities, fellow 
classmates, and even the facilities are exceptional in 
every way. For me, the experience was enlightening 
and transformative, empowering and inspiring. 
Even the support students receive from the library 
and other resources is remarkable. The master’s 
degree program is challenging, rigorous, immensely 
rewarding and certainly worth your time and effort. 
I enthusiastically suggest you begin the application 
process and put yourself on the path of self-
discovery. The education you receive is world-class 
and you will be forever changed.”
Kimberly Owens 
Lieutenant of Police, Dallas Police Department 
Master’s Graduate
“The greatest take away from the program was 
my ability to look at things differently and think 
about issues in different ways, while considering 
alternative opinions and approaches. The network 
of contacts has proved invaluable and I treasure the 
friendships I developed. I applied to better myself 
and the Master’s degree was a personal goal. It has 
been a great sense of pride and accomplishment, 
and an experience I would not trade.”
Kenneth Mallette   
Executive Director, Maryland Emergency 
Management Agency 
Executive Leaders Program Alumni
“The Naval Postgraduate School Center for 
Homeland Defense and Security Executive 
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Pacific Executive Leaders Program 
www.chds.us/?special/
info&pgm=PacificELP         
   
Fusion Center Leaders Program 
www.chds.us/?special/info&pgm=FCLP




            
Executive Education Seminars
www.chds.us/?met
               
University and Agency Partnership
www.chds.us/?special/
info&pgm=Partner
The Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and 
Security website provides comprehensive information about the Center. 
This guide is provided as a quick reference for your convenience.
Research
http://www.chds.us/?research#
Includes multiple sections including:
Outstanding Thesis Winners
www.chds.us/?research&hl=thesis
CHDS Master’s participants cultivate the 
academic field of homeland security through 
the generation and synthesis of cutting-edge 
knowledge in the form of a thesis.
Publications by Instructors 
and Students
www.chds.us/?research&hl=pubs
Books, chapters, peer-reviewed articles, and 




Research and ideas generated from CHDS 
coursework and classroom collaboration 
that have been implemented across agencies, 
regions and the nation.
Homeland Security Digital Library
www.hsdl.org/
The nation’s premier collection of resources 
related to homeland security policy, strategy, 
and organizational management.
Homeland Security Affairs 
www.hsaj.org/
CHDS’ peer-reviewed journal, providing 
a forum to propose and debate strategies, 
policies, and organizational arrangements to 
strengthen U.S. homeland security.
www.CHDS.US








CHDS People and Events in the News
Links from the Press page directly to outside 
sources




This project shows how course work and 
thesis research at the center can translate 
directly into practice, or offer innovative 
approaches for consideration. The goal 
of the applied coursework project is to 
illuminate and share the innovations 
produced and conceptualized within the 
CHDS classrooms to promote further 
collaboration between local, state, tribal, 
federal and military agencies. 
Homeland Security Audio Archive
Personal stories about events like 9/11 that 
inspired public service
www.chds.us/?audio_archive
Since 9/11, we have heard amazing stories 
from CHDS alumni, students, faculty and 
staff about why they are motivated to serve 
and committed to protecting the country. 
The Homeland Security Audio Archive 
preserves these stories while inspiring the 
next generation of public safety leaders 
and serving as a reminder of the sacrifice 
and dedication that local, state, tribal and 
federal homeland security officials make 
on a daily basis.
CHDS YouTube
www.youtube.com/user/npsCHDS
Includes multiple video sources including:
Viewpoints in Homeland Security and 
Security
Homeland Security Leaders Give 
Opinions on Current Issues and 
Challenges
CHDS Experts on the Web
CHDS Lectures
Engaging lecture content on a variety of 
homeland security topics. These lectures 
are derived from material developed for the 
CHDS Master’s Degree Program and, where 










For additional information about the 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Center for Homeland Defense and Security 
please contact:
Glen Woodbury
 Director     
831-656-3038 (PST)     
glwoodbu@nps.edu











CHDS education programs are developed to promote collegial communication and create leaders who 
rely on each other both during and after their programs. In order to keep in touch and create professional 
networks of homeland security professionals, nine regional chapters have been established by alumni 
throughout the United States. 
Center for Homeland 
defense and security
The Nation’s Homeland Security Educator
Center for Homeland Defense and Security Alumni Network
For information about Center for Homeland Defense and Security and Center programs, please contact:
Glen Woodbury, Director     831-656-3038 (PST)     glwoodbu@nps.edu
www.CHDS.US
